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ABSTRACT
The personal information stored on the desktop usually rea-
ches huge dimensions nowadays. Its handling is even more
difficult, taking into account complex environments and tasks
we work with. An efficient method of identifying the present
working context would mean an easier management of the
needed resources. In this paper we propose a new way of
identifying desktop usage contexts, based upon a distance
between documents, which also takes into account their ac-
cess timestamps. We investigate and compare our tech-
nique with traditional term vector clustering, our initial
experiments showing promising results with our proposed
approach.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, our personal information is mostly in elec-

tronic form, spanned over several physical locations, as desk-
top computers, PDAs, mobile phones, digital cameras, etc.
The capacity of our hard drives today, combined with more
and more powerful computers and explosion of communi-
cations in electronic form – be they emails or documents
downloaded from the web – allows us to accumulate on our
desktop an overwhelming quantity of personal information
coming from several locations. All this information is use-
less unless we are able to search it at the time we need it.
As outlined within the PIM’05 Workshop, a ”better PIM
means a better use of our precious resources (time, money,
energy, attention) and, ultimately, a better quality to our
lives.“ This is where Information Retrieval can play a role.
In most existing cases, the way the user queries her infor-
mation is by typing some keywords in a simple search box.
The outcome is a long list of, hopefully, ranked results. Yet
this also comes with a challenge: To fastly locate the needed
information within those results.

People tend to remember of information in terms of as-
sociations and context [14]. In this paper we argue that
devising specialized algorithms for context detection would
allow for a more efficient retrieval. Imagine that among the
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top-ranked documents of the results list of a search query,
there is an email the user knows having sent in correlation
with the information she is searching, but the email gives
no clue of what or where the sought information is. Being
able to retrieve the other documents belonging to the same
context as the email would allow to find the searched infor-
mation faster, thus saving time. This functionality allows
us also to no more search for a precise document, but for
one or more contexts, which reduces the search space, and
allows us to save attention, since context is more natural
than content.

Most research on context detection is incorporated in the
broader field of desktop search systems, but not focused on
context detection as a separate domain. In this paper we
investigate several approaches specifically targeted at de-
tecting contexts on the PC Desktop. We start with a brief
review of some of the relevant context detection background
in Section 2. We then analyze in Section 3 both traditional
text-based clustering techniques, as well as new techniques
based on usage analysis clustering. Initial results presented
in Section 4 are very promising, grouping together files that
would have otherwise needed manual processing. However,
more tweaking of the parameters determining the output
number of clusters is necessary. Finally, we conclude and
discuss our on-going work in Section 5.

2. RELEVANT BACKGROUND
Even if the implicit feedback that we receive from various

tools was proved to be as accurate as other predicting meth-
ods about the importance that one resource has for its user,
there is almost no work at all dedicated to using these impor-
tance measures to cluster the documents on one’s desktop,
and use them as working contexts. We present previous
work exploring text based clustering, but also try to give
a broader overview of the measures that can be extracted
about the activities of the user when benefiting of her per-
sonal resources.

2.1 Text Based Context Detection
[1] uses text from productivity applications (like word pro-

cessors, browsers, etc.) to extract keywords representative
of the task the user is performing – i.e. the context. Those
keywords are then used to pro-actively present the user with
documents in relation with her current task, as opposed to
our approach which is a static context detection, based on
usage activity. Their type of clustering, based on similarity
of results’ titles and URLs, allows to group very similar doc-
uments, such that the user is not overwhelmed with numer-
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ous poorly distinct results. We also perform text clustering
but with standard algorithms, based on word vectors.

Scatter/Gather is a browsing method for results from a
search, presented in [5]. It uses the Fractionation algorithm
to perform text clustering on search results and automati-
cally organizes them into a given number of topic-coherent
groups. The user can then choose a cluster or a set of them
to display only documents belonging to those clusters. Even
though [3] presents an innovative browsing technique, it re-
lies on the traditional word vectors which are used as a base
for clustering. We could even think of using our new activity
distance in a way for Scatter/Gather to take into account
the time dimension.

[11] builds upon the idea that if a user organizes her desk-
top as a ”filer”, the type of organization can still be seen as
a ”piler”, since the hierarchies built for storing the files on
a computer are too complex, so the user would no longer be
able to manually locate her data. They suggest using clus-
tering based upon the term vectors of documents to help
in reorganizing the resources already stored on the desktop,
but also for giving hints where a newly created file can be
classified. In our approach, we aim at clustering desktop
resources for the purpose of detecting the contexts in which
activities are performed on the computer, and use a differ-
ent cluster identification technique, based upon the access
behavior of the user.

An interesting idea on how text clustering can be used
on the desktop comes from [13]. They propose to exploit
besides vector space models for lexical clustering, the idea
of lexical chains, that is the possibility to identify the part
where a context is active inside a text document. They also
rely on the WordNet lexical reference vocabulary to disam-
biguate senses of words in different contexts. One of the
described applications of their system, QUESCOT, tries to
detect topic changes in documents but also, more interest-
ing to us, how is a document relevant to a query from the
topics perspective, by determining a context of occurrence
for each query concept.

2.2 User Activity and Implicit Feedback
In [10], a broad discussion has been made about the differ-

ent types of behavioral patterns that can occur on the desk-
top. Their experiments relied on implicit feedback given by
various tools, and mainly based their observations on an-
alyzing the reading time durations, the time that the user
spent on one resource. Of course that a more accurate mea-
sure would be to monitor attention focus only on specific
units within documents, since for example, we would find
the relevant background of a paper interesting and not the
whole. Most of the examples given rely upon previous work
performed in information filtering research, as they have
proved that in general there is a strong correlation between
the reading time and the importance of a document in the
interests area of the user, since the recommendations based
on this measure, were very accurate [9, 8, 2] (mostly done for
browsing behavior on the web). This helps us in supporting
our opinions, since the reading time is the difference between
close and open time and we actually log and use these access
times. Oard and Kim conclude with the idea that behavior
evidence is hardly taken into account in present research,
and even less effort is put into combining this with content-
based representation, the approach that we envision in this
paper.

All these observations were reinforced once again by al-
most the same type of studies performed in a non-laboratory
environment and presented in [4]. They also demonstrated
by their web search experiments that the time that a user
spends on one document is the most relevant in order to
predict a certain satisfaction, as in our case it will be able
to predict a stronger appertaining to a context or another.
As Fox et al. also mentioned, these observations can be fur-
ther improved by logging the rare but very meaningful facts
that occur on one’s desktop, that the user also printed out
a copy of the present document as it might mean it is more
important to the user, as [7] also suggested, and also that a
certain link was added in the bookmarks. A good summa-
rization on implicit feedback measures, categorization and
usage can also be found in [6].

Implicit feedback is what [12] uses by analyzing file activi-
ties to deduce links between them based on temporal locality
– i.e. when they were accessed. These links are then used
to provide ranking using three different algorithms, namely
Basic-BFS, HITS, and PageRank. We also use implicit feed-
back but to detect context instead of ranking.

3. CONTEXT DETECTION ON THE DESK-
TOP

Looking at the previous work, text based clustering is a
common method used for context detection. In this paper
we propose to also exploit usage analysis (i.e., access times-
tamps of documents) in the pursuit of this goal. This section
will start with a description of the textual clustering meth-
ods we considered for desktop context detection, then it will
introduce a new activity based document similarity metric,
and finally it will exploit this metric for grouping resources
on the PC desktop.

3.1 Text Based Context Detection
Using term frequencies coordinates to construct a rep-

resentational space leads to a good measure of similarity
between documents, and we thus considered them as an ap-
propriate input source for desktop context detection. We
used the cosine distance to compare the term vectors repre-
senting two documents, and then clustered them using both
K-means and an agglomerative algorithm with average-link
and complete-link distances for the similarity between clus-
ters (three approaches). We chose only these approaches
(i.e. we rejected single-link), as they yield more dense clus-
ters.

PC Desktops were defined as containing all data stored by
a single user on a personal machine. This includes personal
files (HTML, DOC, PDF, PPT, XML, etc.), web cache his-
tory, messenger history, emails, but also program generated
indexable files (i.e., containing some form of textual con-
tent). Upon their full text, a standard text preprocessing
technique was taken: tokenization, removal of stop words,
and then stemming. Finally, the obtained word list needed
to be further pruned, since it would have been computa-
tionally too expensive to apply clustering on a term vector
space with so many dimensions, the word list reaching al-
most 300,000 stems. This is also partially due to the fact
that the text extractors generated a lot of noisy words (e.g.,
by sticking some words together). We thus followed the ap-
proach of Yang and Pedersen [15], and pruned our word list
by document frequencies, keeping only the words with the
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highest number of occurrences, as they were proved to be
better for aggressive dimension reduction than those with
low document frequencies. We used 15 as the minimum DF
for the pruning threshold, which reduced the list of words to
around 1,000 entries. The newly obtained list was used to
compute the TF vectors for each document, the input for the
clustering algorithms. The YALE1 system provided us with
the functionalities and algorithms implementations needed
to perform the clustering. The results of these methods will
be presented in Section 4.

3.2 Activity Based Context Detection
In order to apply a standard clustering algorithm exploit-

ing implicit feedback, we first need to define a distance be-
tween documents which exploits this information. The main
idea of our activity-based distance is that if two files are of-
ten accessed in a small window of time, the distance between
them should be small. One obvious parameter of the dis-
tance is then the time t(af , bg) = |t(af ) − t(bg)|, elapsed
between two file accesses af and bg to files f and g respec-
tively. We also consider an additional parameter, namely the
number of steps s(a, b) between accesses a and b. If we note
sx the position of access x in the file access sequence, then
s(af , bg) = |s(af ) − s(bg)|. For example, if we consider the
sequence of file accesses af → ch → bg, then s(af , bg) = 2.
We therefore propose an activity-based distance between file
accesses, and define it as following product:

d(af , bg) = t(af , bg)s(af , bg)

Before exploiting this file access distance to measure dis-
tances between files, let us first observe that if two files f
and g are accessed one time, separated by a given num-
ber of steps, they should have a distance lower than if they
were accessed a larger number of times separated by the
same number of steps. Furthermore, a file can obviously
be accessed more than one time. For example, let us con-
sider two distinct accesses af and bf to the same file f .
If we use Equation 3.2 as a distance between files, then
d(f, f) = d(af , bf ) = t(af , bf )s(af , bf ) > 0, which is there-
fore not a valid distance. To avoid this, we introduce a new
function d′

i(f, g, σ), defined as follows: Consider the log of
all file accesses. Let us assume, without loss of generality,
that among f and g, f appears first in the log. Also, let us
denote ai

f as the ith access to file f if i ≤ nf , or ai
f = N

if i > nf ; where nf is the total number of accesses to file
f , and N is the total number of access logged. We can now
define:

d′
i(f, g, σ) =

8>><
>>:

d(ai
f , ag) if ∃ ag|s(ai

f ) ≤ s(ag) < s(ai+1
f )

∧ s(ai
f , ag) = σ

0 otherwise

After defining the function occ(f, g, σ) as the number of
times file g is accessed σ steps after f , we can finally de-
rive our activity based distance, which is the sum of the
closest file access distances weighted by the inverse of their
occurrences:

D(f, g) =
X

σ

"
occ(f, g, σ)−1

X
i

d′
i(f, g, σ)

#

1http://yale.cs.uni-dortmund.de/

Having this distance in place, we applied an agglomerative
clustering algorithm with both complete- and average-link.
We could then cut the tree at different heights in order to
obtain any number of non overlapping clusters representing
contexts.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated how the newly introduced activity based

context detection methods perform when compared to text
based one. The experiments were performed only on a small
scale (i.e., the authors of this paper), within the research
environment of L3S. All file accesses (open, create, etc.) on
the desktop were logged during several months of normal
activity, with an installed activity logging tool2. In the end,
the log files were used to cluster their resources based on our
new methods.

We experimented on several values of the number of clus-
ters that were supposed to exist on the desktop. In order to
make sure the resulted contexts are humanly apprehensible,
we fixed the average size of a cluster at 20 documents, which
yielded a fixed number of clusters. As only a low percent-
age of the total number of files on the desktop are actually
touched by the user, the activity based methods yielded a
lot less clusters. Therefore, in order to increase the quality
of our experiments, we also experimented with limiting the
text clustering only to the user accessed files. To summarize,
we used the following methods:

1. Text clustering over all documents

2. Text clustering over touched documents

3. Activity clustering over touched documents
We first analyze the text clustering performed on the

whole set of documents on user’s desktop, namely Method
1 as presented above. When manually inspecting the ob-
tained clusters, we could easily see that the agglomerative
clustering output one or two huge clusters and the rest were
grouped in smaller ones (1-5 documents), which would not
be the expected outcome, a relatively uniform distribution
of resources in clusters. The K-means version, produced
a slightly better repartition among clusters. In the larger
clusters however, we could observe that there were several
clearly outlined sub-clusters that were grouped together. We
believe this to be the consequence of imposing the number
of clusters (to K), and thus better results might be obtained
after a better definition of K.

The activity clustering method performed almost the same
as K-means applied with Method 1, meaning that the doc-
uments in the test set were distributed more equally among
the clusters than text clustering, and the larger clusters also
had one or two sub-clusters inside. If we compare Methods
2 and 3, clustering on the set of the touched documents, we
could observe an encouraging behavior of both clustering
methods. They managed to cluster files that normally were
not so easy to connect, such as papers with the presentations
about them, etc.

We plan to present at workshop time more results in or-
der to sustain the idea that the activity clustering performs
similarly to the textual one. This is very promising, as the
activity clustering does not receive any kind of information
about the content of the files. More, the activity cluster-
ing brings several advantages, as it filters out uninteresting

2We thank Leo Sauermann from DFKI for implementing
this logger.
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documents from the user’s work space, while also reducing
the dataset considerably. Finally, combinations of these two
sources of information will probably result in significant im-
provements over each of them taken alone.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed to use usage analysis as an in-

put source for clustering desktop documents. We defined a
distance between documents, taking into account the num-
ber of steps between consecutive accesses of files and a time
window in which they occur, and applied to it agglomera-
tive with complete and average link clustering methods. Our
initial experiments showed promising results, our proposed
usage analysis based approach performing similarly to tex-
tual clustering, even though it has no information about the
textual content of documents.

As future work, we plan to derive time coordinates for the
files based on their activity distances, allowing us to apply
clustering algorithms necessitating also coordinates (e.g. K-
means). We also intend to apply more complex clustering
algorithms, such as a fuzzy K-means approach, which would
allow for one file to belong to different clusters in a certain
proportion. Finally, combining text and activity based clus-
tering would also be an interesting idea to investigate, as
well as performing a more semantic-based clustering (e.g.,
based on the locations of these files on the PC Desktop).
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